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Abstract

In this paper is considered the segmentation of meshes into rigid components given temporal sequences of deforming meshes. We propose a fully automatic approach that identifies model parts that consistently move rigidly over time. This approach can handle meshes independently reconstructed at each time instant. It allows therefore for sequences of meshes with varying connectivities as well as varying topology. It incrementally adapts, merges and splits segments along a sequence based on the coherence of motion information within each segment. In order to provide tools for the evaluation of the approach, we also introduce new criteria to quantify a mesh segmentation. Results on both synthetic and real data as well as comparisons are provided in the paper.
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1. Introduction

Temporal sequences of deforming meshes, also called mesh animations [1, 43], are widely used to represent 3D shapes evolving through time. They can be created from a single static mesh, which is deformed using standard animation techniques such as skeletal subspace deformation [25] or cloth simulation methods [15]. They can also be generated from multiple video cameras [38, 43]. In this case, meshes are usually independently estimated at each frame using 2D visual cues such as silhouettes or photometric information.

These deforming mesh sequences can be edited [21, 8], compressed [24], or used for deformation transfer [39, 23]. When the shape represents an articulated body, such as a human or animal character, identifying its rigid, or almost rigid, parts offers useful understanding for most of these applications. To recover the shape kinematic structure, an animation skeleton can be extracted from the deforming mesh sequence [1]. Another strategy is to segment the meshes into components that move rigidly over the sequence [22, 19, 44, 29]. In both cases, motion information is required in order to cluster mesh elements into regions with rigid motions. Most existing approaches assume that surface registration is available for that purpose and consider as the input a single mesh that deforms over time. In contrast, we do not make any assumptions on the input mesh sequences and we propose to match meshes and recover their rigid parts simultaneously. Consequently, our method applies to any kind of deforming mesh sequence including inconsistent mesh sequences such as provided by multi-camera systems.

1.1. Classification of mesh sequences

In order to distinguish between mesh sequences with or without temporal coherence, i.e. with or without a one-to-one correspondence between vertices of successive meshes, we first introduce the following definitions.

Definition 1.1 (Temporally coherent mesh sequence (TCMS), temporally incoherent mesh sequence (TIMS)). Let $MS = \{M^i = (V^i, E^i, F^i), i = 1 \ldots f\}$ be a mesh sequence: $V^i$ is the set of vertices of the $i^{th}$ mesh $M^i$ of the sequence, $E^i$ its set of edges and $F^i$ its set of faces. If the connectivity is constant over the whole sequence, that is to say if there is an isomorphism between any $E^i$ and $E^j, 1 \leq i, j \leq f$, then $MS$ is called a temporally coherent mesh sequence (TCMS). Otherwise, $MS$ is called a temporally incoherent mesh sequence (TIMS).

Note that the definition of TCMS not only implies that the number of vertices remains constant through time, but also that there is a one-to-one correspondence between faces of any two meshes. As a consequence, topological changes (genus and number of connected components) are not possible in a TCMS.

Figure 1 shows an example of a TCMS and an example of a TIMS.

1.2. Classification of mesh sequence segmentations

In contrast to single mesh segmentation that consists in grouping mesh vertices into spatial regions the segmentation of a mesh sequence can have various interpretations with respect to time and space. We propose here three different definitions. Let us first recall a formal definition of a static mesh segmentation.

Definition 1.2 (Segmentation of a static mesh [33]). Let $M = (V, E, F)$ be a 3D surface mesh. A segmentation $\Sigma$ of $M$ is the set of sub-meshes $\Sigma = \{M_1, \ldots, M_k\}$ induced by a partition of either $V$ or $E$ or $F$ into $k$ disjoint sub-sets.
Definition 1.2 can be generalized in various ways to mesh sequences. For instance, the sequence itself can be partitioned into sub-sequences:

**Definition 1.3 (Temporal segmentation).** Let $MS = \{M_i, i = 1 \ldots f\}$ be a mesh sequence. A temporal segmentation $\Sigma$ of $MS$ is a set of sub-sequences $\Sigma_j = \{MS_1, \ldots, MS_k\}$ such that $\forall j \in [1,k], MS_j = \{M_{i_1}, \ldots, M_{i_{v_1}}\}$ with $i_1 = 1 < i_2 < \cdots < i_{v+1} = f + 1$.

Possible applications of a temporal segmentation of a TIMS are mesh sequence decomposition into sub-sequences without topological changes or motion-based mesh sequence decomposition, as could be done for instance with the methods of Yamashita and Aizawa [45] or Tung and Matsuyama [40].

In this paper, we are interested by geometric segmentations, that is to say the spatial segmentation of each mesh of the input sequence. We propose two different definitions.

**Definition 1.4 (Coherent segmentation, variable segmentation).** Let $MS = \{M_i, i = 1 \ldots f\}$ be a mesh sequence. A coherent segmentation $\Sigma_c$ of $MS$ is a set of segmentations $\Sigma' = \{M'_1, \ldots, M'_k\}$ of each mesh $M'$ of $MS$, such that:

- the number $k$ of sub-meshes is the same for all segmentations: $\forall i, j \in [1, f], k_i = k_j$;
- there is a one-to-one correspondence between sub-meshes of any two meshes;
- the connectivity of the segmentations, that is to say the neighborhood relationships between sub-meshes, is preserved over the sequence.

A variable segmentation $\Sigma_v$ of $MS$ is a set of segmentations $\Sigma' = \{M'_1, \ldots, M'_k\}$ of each mesh $M'$ of $MS$ which is not a coherent segmentation.

Note that our definition of a variable segmentation is very general. Intermediate mesh sequence segmentation definitions can be thought of, such as a sequence of successive coherent segmentations which would differ only for a few sub-meshes.

A coherent segmentation of a mesh sequence can be thought of a segmentation of some mesh of the sequence (for instance, the first one) which is mapped to the other meshes. Coherent segmentations are usually desired for shape analysis and understanding, when the overall structure of the shape is preserved during the deformation. However, variable segmentations can be helpful to display different information at each time step. For instance, they can be used to detect when changes in motion occur (see Figure 9 (a,b,c) for an example), which is useful e.g. for animation compression or event detection with a CCTV system. In this paper, we propose a variable segmentation algorithm which recovers the decomposition of the motion over the sequence. For instance, two neighboring parts of the shape with different rigid motions are first put into different sub-meshes. They are later merged when they start sharing the same motion. Our algorithm can also create a coherent segmentation, which distinguishes between parts with different motion for at least a few meshes.

Please see the accompanying video for examples of coherent and variable segmentations.

1.3. Contributions

We propose an algorithm to compute a variable segmentation of a mesh sequence into components that move rigidly over time (section 3). This algorithm can also create a coherent segmentation of the mesh sequence. It applies to any types of mesh sequences though it was originally designed for the most general case of temporally incoherent mesh sequences, with possibly topology changes that occur over time. In contrast to existing approaches, it does not require any prior knowledge as input. Another contribution lies in the design of error metrics to assess the results of existing mesh sequence segmentation techniques (section 5).

2. Related work

Solutions have been proposed to decompose a static mesh into meaningful regions for motion (e.g., invariant under isometric deformations), e.g. [10, 3, 14, 17, 20, 31, 37, 12]. However and since our concern is the recovery of the rigid, or almost rigid, parts of a moving 3D shape, we focus in the following on approaches that consider deforming mesh sequence as input.

2.1. Segmentation of temporally coherent mesh sequences

Several methods have been proposed to compute motion-based coherent segmentation of temporally coherent mesh sequences. Among them, [23, 1, 19, 44, 32, 29] segment a TCMS into rigid components. In particular, de Aguiar [11] proposes a spectral approach which relies on the fact that the distance between two points is invariant under rigid transformation. In this paper, a spectral decomposition is also used (see Section 3.3.3). However, the invariant proposed by de Aguiar et al. cannot be used since mesh sequences without explicit temporal coherence are considered.
2.2. Segmentation of temporally incoherent mesh sequences

To solve the problem for temporally incoherent mesh sequences, a first strategy is to convert them to TCMS [43, 7]. While providing rich information for segmentation over time sequences, this usually requires a reference model that introduces an additional step in the acquisition pipeline, hence increasing the noise level. Moreover, the reference model usually strongly constrains shape evolution to a limited domain and does not allow for topology changes.

Only a few methods directly work on TIMS. Lee et al. [22] propose a segmentation method for TIMS using an additional skeleton as input. Franco and Boyer [13] propose to track and recover motion over a TIMS at the same time, hence creating a coherent segmentation, but the number of sub-meshes must be known. Varanasi and Boyer [42] segment a few meshes of a TIMS into convex parts, then register these regions to create a coherent segmentation. Their approach does not take into account the shape topology, thus the produced segmentation does not change with the topology. Tung and Matsuyama [41] handle topology changes, however their segmentation uses a learning step from training input sequences. In our work, we do not consider any a priori knowledge about the desired segmentation. In a previous work [2] we proposed a framework to segment a TIMS into rigid parts. As for the other works, our approach was only able to create coherent segmentations. In particular, it did not handle topology changes.

Another interesting work is Cuzzolin et al.’s method [11] that computes protrusion segmentation on point cloud sequences. This method is based on the detection of shape extremities, such as hands or legs. Our objective is different, it is to decompose it into rigidly moving parts.

3. Mesh sequence segmentation

In this section we describe our main contribution, that is a segmentation algorithm of a mesh sequence into rigidly moving components. Our algorithm takes as input a TIMS. This mesh sequence can include topology changes (genus and/or number of connected components of the meshes). It can produce either a variable or a coherent segmentation, depending on the user’s choice.

3.1. Overview

We propose an iterative scheme that clusters vertices into rigid segments along a TIMS using motion information between successive meshes. For each mesh, rigid segments can be refined by separating parts that present inconsistent motions or otherwise merged when neighboring segments present similar motion. Motion information are estimated by matching meshes at successive instants. The main features of our algorithm are:

- it is fully automatic and does not require prior knowledge on the observed shape;
- it handles arbitrary shape evolutions, including changes in topology;
- it only requires a few meshes in memory at a time. Thus, segmentation can be computed on the fly and long sequences composed of meshes with a high number of vertices can be handled, see e.g. Figure 9.

The algorithm alternates between two stages at iteration \( k, 1 \leq k < f \) (see Figure 2, \( f \) is the number of meshes in the sequence):

1. matching between 2 consecutive meshes \( M^{k} \) and \( M^{k+1} \) and computation of displacement vectors within a time window;
2. segmentation of \( M^{k} \) and mapping to \( M^{k+1} \).

Matching and segmentation algorithms are described in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. This algorithm produces a variable segmentation. In case a coherent segmentation is needed, a post-processing stage is added (Section 3.4).

Four parameters can be tuned to drive the segmentation:

- the minimum segment size prevents the creation of too small segments. It is set to 4% of the total number of vertices of the current mesh in all our experiments. We noticed that this number is sufficient to avoid the creation of small segments around articulations, that are usually not rigid;
- the maximum subdivision of a segment prevents a segment to be split into too many small segments, when the motion becomes highly non rigid. It is set to 8 segments in all of our experiments;
- the eigengap value is used to determine the allowed motion variation within a segment. It thus affects the refinement of the segmentation (see Section 3.3.3 and Figures 10 and 12);
- the merge threshold is used to decide whether two segments represent the same motion and need to be merged (see Section 3.3.2).
The notations used throughout the rest of the paper are the following:

- $f$: the number of meshes in the sequence;
- $M^k$: the $k^{th}$ mesh of the sequence (can be composed of several connected components);
- $M^{k+1}$: the $k^{th}$ mesh $M^k$ registered to $M^{k+1}$;
- $nv(M^i)$: the number of vertices in $M^i$;
- $v_i^{(k)}$: the vertex with index $i$ in $M^k$;
- $N_v(v_i^{(k)})$: the 1-ring neighbors of vertex $v_i^{(k)}$.

Note that $k$ is always used as the index for a mesh, and $i$ and $j$ as the indices for vertices in a mesh.

3.2. Mesh matching

The objective of this stage is, given meshes $M^k$ and $M^{k+1}$, $k \in [1, f - 1]$, to provide a mapping from vertices $v_i^{(k)}$ to vertices $v_j^{(k+1)}$, and possibly different mapping from vertices $v_i^{(k+1)}$ to vertices $v_j^{(k)}$. This mapping is further used to propagate segment labels over the sequence. We proceed iteratively according to the following successive steps (see Figure 3): first, meshes $M^k$ and $M^{k+1}$ are registered (vertices $v_i^{(k)}$ are moved to new locations $v_i^{(k)}$ close to $M^{k+1}$), then displacement vectors and vertex correspondences are estimated. The following subsections detail these steps.

3.2.1. Mesh registration

The matching stage of our approach aims at establishing a dense cross parametrization between pairs of successive meshes of the sequence. Among the many available algorithms for this task, we chose to favor generality by casting the problem as the registration of two sets of points and normals. This means that we exclusively use geometric cues to align the two meshes, even when photometric information is available like in the case that we exclusively use geometric cues to align the two meshes, thus decoupling the dimensionality of the deformation from the complexity of the input geometry by arbitrarily dividing the surface into elements called patches. Each of these patches is associated to a rigid frame that encodes for a local deformation with respect to the reference pose $M^k$. The optimization procedure is inspired by ICP as it iteratively re-estimates point correspondences between the deformed mesh and the target point set and then minimizes the distance between the two point sets while penalizing non rigid deformations of a patch with respect to its neighbors. Running this algorithm in a coarse-to-fine manner by varying the radii of the patches has proven in our experiments to robustly converge, and to be faster than using a single patch-subdivision level.

3.2.2. Mappings and displacement vectors computation

By using the previous stage, we get the registered mesh $M^k$ of the mesh $M^k$ on mesh $M^{k+1}$. The displacement vector of each vertex $v_i^{(k)}$ in $M^k$, $0 \leq i < nv(M^k)$, is then defined as:

$$DV_i^{(k)} = v_i^{(k)} - v_i^{(k+1)}$$

with $v_i^{(k)}$ the corresponding vertex in $M^{k+1}$. To create a mapping from $M^k$ to $M^{k+1}$, the closest vertex in $M^{k+1}$ is found for each vertex $v_i^{(k)}$ in $M^k$ using Euclidean distance. A mapping from $M^{k+1}$ to $M^k$ is also created by finding for each vertex in $M^{k+1}$ the closest vertex in $M^k$. Both mappings are necessary for the subsequent stage of our algorithm (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.4). Note that mesh $M^{k+1}$ is not registered to mesh $M^k$ to compute the second mapping. Apart from saving computation time, this reduces inconsistencies between the two mappings: in most (though not all) cases, if $v_i^{(k)}$ is mapped to $v_j^{(k+1)}$, then $v_j^{(k)}$ is mapped to $v_i^{(k)}$. Also, note that these mappings are defined on the vertex sets. Hence, topology changes are not handled here. This is done in the next stage.

Using Euclidean distance instead of geodesic one may lead to occasional mismatches. However, error hardly accumulates thanks to our handling of topology changes, see Section 3.3.4.

3.3. Mesh segmentation

In this part the goal is to create a segmentation $\Sigma^k$ of the mesh $M^k$ into rigidly moving components. The displacement vectors over a small time window computed during the previous stage are used, as well as (if $k \neq 1$) the segmentation $\Sigma^{k-1}$ of $M^{k-1}$ mapped to $M^k$ thanks to the bi-directional mapping between meshes $M^{k-1}$ and $M^k$. This provides an initial segmentation estimate $\Sigma_{est}^{k-1}$ of $M^k$. For $k = 1$, the initial estimate is the trivial segmentation of $M^1$ into a single segment, containing all vertices $v_1^{(1)}$ of $M^1$.

We proceed in four successive steps. First, the motion of each vertex $v_i^{(k)}$ of $M^k$ is estimated using the displacement vectors (Section 3.3.1). Then, unless a coherent segmentation is required, neighboring segments in $\Sigma_{est}^{k-1}$ that present similar motions are merged (Section 3.3.2). Then a spectral clustering approach is used to refine the segmentation. This yields the segmentation $\Sigma^k$ of the vertices of $M^k$ (Section 3.3.3). Finally, $\Sigma^k$ is mapped onto $M^{k+1}$, to create the initial estimate $\Sigma_{est}^{k+1}$ of $\Sigma^{k+1}$ (Section 3.3.4).
Our segmentation algorithm produces, by construction, connected segments since the atomic operations over segments are: merging neighboring segments (see Section 3.3.2) and splitting a segment into connected sub-segments (see Section 3.3.3).

3.3.1. Motion estimate

To estimate the motion of each vertex $v_i^{(k)}$ of $M^k$, the rigid transformation which maps $v_i^{(k)}$ together with its one-ring neighborhood $N_{e_i}^{(k)}$ onto $M^k$ is computed, using Horn’s method [16]. This method estimates a $4 \times 4$ matrix representing the best rigid transformation between 2 point clouds. A transformation matrix $T_i^{(k)}$ is therefore associated to each vertex $v_i^{(k)}$. With such a method however, computed estimates are noise sensitive, and slow motion is hardly detected. This is due to the fact that only the two meshes $M^k$ and $M^{k+1}$ are used. In order to improve robustness of motion estimates, we propose to work on a time window. Motion is estimated from $M^k$ to $M^{k+1}$, $M^{k+1}$ being the mesh where the segment has been created, either by splitting (see Section 3.3.3) or merging (see Section 3.3.2) of previous segments, or at the beginning of the process ($l = 1$). $l$ may be different for different vertices $v_i^{(k)}$ of $M^k$. Vertex $v_i^{(k)}$ of $M^k$ from which motion is estimated is defined using the previously computed bi-directional mapping. This method allows to detect slow motion (see Figure 4), and is less sensitive to noise and matching errors. Notice that different parts of the mesh may move with different speeds, this is not a problem as long as they belong to different segments, since the size of the time window is segment-dependent.

![Figure 4: Three successive meshes $M^k$ (blue), $M^{k+1}$ (purple) and $M^{k+2}$ (red). Black dots correspond to vertices with null motion. Motion (black arrows) allows to detect this motion.](image)

3.3.2. Merging

In the case of a variable segmentation, neighboring segments with similar motions before are merged at each time step refining the current segmentation. To this aim, the rigid transformation $T^{(k)}(S)$ of any segment $S$ is estimated over all its vertices, using Horn’s method [16], as the rigid transformation $T_i^{(k)}$ of any vertex $v_i^{(k)}$ and its 1-ring neighborhood has been estimated. A greedy algorithm is then used:

- starting with the segment $S$ with the minimal residual error, this segment is merged with all neighboring segments $S'$ such that $\|\log(T^{(k)}(S')^{-1}T^{(k)}(S'))\| < T_{merge}$. $T_{merge}$ is a user-defined threshold distance between the transformations of neighboring segments (see Section 3.1). The choice of this logarithm-based distance between transformations is explained in next section;
- the residual error for the new segment $S \cup \bigcup S'$ is computed;
- we iterate, merging the next segment with the minimal residual error with its neighbors.

We stop when no merging is possible anymore. Note that this algorithm allows to handle topology changes such as merging of connected components.

The residual error for a segment $S$ corresponds to the mean distance, for all points $v_i^{(k)}$ of this segment, between the point $v_i^{(k+1)}$ and the location of $v_i^{(k)}$ after the computed rigid transformation $T^{(k)}(S)$ is applied:

$$\text{ResidualError}(S) = \frac{\sum_{v_i \in S} \|v_i^{(k+1)} - T^{(k)}(S) \cdot v_i^{(k)}\|}{\text{card}(S)} \quad (1)$$

In our implementation, the choice of the threshold value $T_{merge}$ is left to the user. According to our experiments, it needs a few trials to find a suitable value. Choosing a high value merges most of the segments, while choosing a low value generates many clusters. The following values have been chosen for the displayed results in Sections 4 and 5: 0.03 for the Balloon and the Horse sequences (Figures 9 and 11), 0.05 for the Dancer sequence (Figure 9) and 0.2 for the Cat sequence (Figure 13).

During the next step the current segmentation is refined. In order to prevent successive and useless merge and split of the same segments, we actually apply motion-based spectral clustering on detected pairs of segments to be merged before merging them. If the clustering results in some pairs splitting, then these pairs are not merged.

3.3.3. Motion-based spectral clustering

Spectral clustering is a popular and effective technique to robustly partition a graph according to some criterion [28]. It has been successfully applied to static meshes (see e.g. [26, 27, 34, 36]), using the mesh vertices as the graph nodes and the mesh edges as the graph edges. The graph should be weighted with respect to the partition criterion. More precisely, edge weights represent similarity between their endpoints. In our case, these weights are related to the motion of neighboring vertices. This is in contrast to [1] where Euclidean distances between vertices are considered. In fact Euclidean distances can be preserved by non rigid transformation. Related to our approach is Brox and Malik’s motion-based segmentation algorithm for videos [6].

**Edge weights.** To compute the weights $W^{(k)}$ of the graph edges, the following expression is used [30]:

$$w_{i,j}^{(k)} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\|\log(T^{(k)}(S_i^{-1}T^{(k)}(S_j))\|} & \text{if } i \neq j, \\ 0 & \text{if } i = j. \end{cases} \quad (2)$$
As demonstrated in [30], this distance is mathematically founded since it corresponds to distances on the special Euclidean group of rigid transformations $SE(3)$.

**Spectral clustering algorithm.** Using the weighted adjacency matrix $W^{(k)}$, the normalized Laplacian matrix $L^{(k)}_{rw}$ is built as follows. Then the well-known Shi and Malik’s normalized spectral clustering algorithm [35] is used to segment the graph.

$$D^{(k)}_u = \sum_{j \in N(v^{(k)}_{i,m})} W_{ij}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$L^{(k)} = D^{(k)} - W^{(k)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$L^{(k)}_{rw} = D^{(k)-1} L^{(k)} = I^{(k)} - D^{(k)-1} W^{(k)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Shi and Malik compute the first $K$ eigenvectors $u_1, \ldots, u_K$ of $L^{(k)}_{rw}$ and store them as columns of a matrix $U$. The rows $y_i, i = 1 \ldots n$, of $U$ are then clustered using the classical $K$-means algorithm. Clusters for the input graph correspond to different connected components. According to our experiments, results are not very sensitive to the choice of these three parameters; the same values have been used for most of our experiments (see Section 3.1): a minimum segment size and a maximum subdivision of a segment. According to our experiments, results are not very sensitive to the choice of these three parameters; the same values have been used for most of our experiments (see Section 4).

3.3.4. Mapping to $M^{k+1}$

The segmentation is computed at each time step on the current mesh $M^k$. Labels are then mapped onto the mesh $M^{k+1}$ using the bi-directional mapping defined in Section 3.2.2. Segments are first transferred using the mapping from $M^k$ to $M^{k+1}$. Then for all unmatched vertices in $M^{k+1}$, the mapping from $M^k$ to $M^k$ is used. Segments which are mapped on different connected components are split, see Figure 5. This allows us to naturally handle topology changes. This segmentation of $M^{k+1}$ serves as an initial estimate for the computation of $\Sigma^{k+1}$.

Note that segment splitting and merging allows to robustly handle mismatching, see Figure 6. In case a vertex $v^{(k)}_i$ is wrongly matched to a vertex $v^{(k+1)}_j$, the corresponding segment is split in two. The new segment containing $v^{(k+1)}_j$ is then likely to be merged with a neighboring segment with similar motion.

3.4. Coherent segmentation

The algorithm can be modified to generate a coherent segmentation instead of a variable segmentation. This coherent segmentation clusters neighboring vertices that share similar rigid motion over the whole sequence. In other words, as long...
as their motion differs over at least one small time window, two neighboring vertices do not belong to the same segment. Creating a coherent segmentation is then straightforward. We only need:

- not to merge segments (step described in Section 3.3.2 is not applied);
- to map the segmentation $\Sigma^f$ of the last mesh $M^f$ back to the whole sequence.

To this purpose, the bi-directional mapping described in Section 3.2.2 is simply applied in reverse order, from $M^f$ to $M^i$. For each pair of successive meshes ($M^k, M^{k+1}$) we first use the mapping from $M^{k+1}$ to $M^k$, then for all vertices of $M^k$ which are not assigned to a segment, the mapping from $M^k$ to $M^{k+1}$ is used.

4. Results

In this section we show and discuss visual results of our algorithm. A quantitative evaluation of these results is discussed in the next section. We first examine matching results, then segmentation results on difficult cases (temporally incoherent mesh sequences with topological changes, acquired from real data). We also show that our results on temporally coherent mesh sequences are visually similar to state-of-the-art approaches.

4.1. Matching results

The vertex matching computation is an important step since our segmentation algorithm relies on it (see Figure 2). Figure 7 shows the result of vertex matching between two successive meshes of a TIMS. Computation time is about 30 seconds for two meshes with approximately 7000 vertices each. This outperforms the matching method proposed in [2] which takes about 13 minutes to complete computation with the same data, for a similar result. Note that outliers in the matching are not explicitly taken into account in the segmentation, however their influence is limited by the threshold on the minimum segment size (see Section 3.1) that tends to force them to merge with neighboring segments.

Figure 8 shows a matching result between two consecutive frames of a sequence where the vertex density differs drastically. Even if vertex-to-vertex matching is less accurate than vertex-to-face matching (that is to say, matching every vertex of $M^k$ to the closest point of $M^{k+1}$, which can lie on an edge or inside a face), in our experiments it has proved to be sufficient for our purpose. Meanwhile, its computation is much faster.

4.2. Segmentations of TIMS with topology changes

Figure 9 shows variable segmentations computed on two Balloon and Dancer sequences. Figure 10 shows coherent segmentations computed on the Balloon sequence. By construction, coherent segmentations contain more segments than variable segmentations since no merging operation occurs. Parameters for both variable and coherent segmentations of the Balloon sequence have the same values, except for the eigengap threshold that is slightly lower in the variable segmentation case (0.40 vs. 0.48 for result shown on Figure 10 (a)). According to our experiments, suitable parameter values for a given sequence are found in a few trials. The computation time of one mesh segmentation of the Dancer sequence is approximately 3 minutes with a (not optimized) Matlab implementation. Additional results appear in the accompanying video. Our algorithm does not require the whole sequence in memory at a given time step $k$, but only previous meshes which share at least one segment with the current segmentation, in addition to the next mesh (namely, meshes from $M^k$ to $M^{k+1}$, see Section 3.3.1). Thus, it can handle long sequences with a high number of vertices, such as the Balloon sequence which contains 300 meshes with approximately 15,000 vertices each.

Timings are given in the following table. The algorithm was implemented using Matlab on a laptop with a one-core 2.13 GHz processor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmentation</th>
<th>Total computation time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 9 (a–c)</td>
<td>43 min 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 9 (d–g)</td>
<td>76 min 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 12 (a)</td>
<td>29 min 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 12 (b)</td>
<td>25 min 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 13 (a)</td>
<td>3 min 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Segmentation of TCMS

Although our approach is designed for general cases, it can also handle TCMS and obtains visually similar results to previous TCMS-dedicated methods, as shown in Figure 11. Figure 12 illustrates the influence of the eigengap threshold: the higher the eigengap value, the coarser the segmentation.
Figure 9: (a,b,c) Variable segmentation generated by our algorithm on the Dancer sequence [38]. First meshes are decomposed into 6 segments, then the right arm and right hand segments merge since they move the same way. Finally, this segment is split again. Note that topology changes can be handled (in the last meshes, the left arm is connected to the body). (d,e,f,g): Variable segmentation of a sequence with 15,000 vertices per mesh and topology changes. The balloon is over-segmented because its motion is highly non-rigid.

Figure 10: Coherent segmentation results on the Balloon sequence, obtained with two different eigengap values: (a) 0.48, (b) 0.8. Segments cluster neighboring vertices that share the same motion over the whole sequence.

Figure 11: Segmentation results on a TCMS. (a) [23]. (b) [1]. (c) [2]. (d) Our method.
5. Evaluation

A quantitative and objective comparison of segmentation methods is an ill-posed problem since there is no common definition of what an optimal segmentation should be in the general case. Segmentation evaluation has been recently addressed in the static case using ground truth (i.e. segmentations defined by humans) [5, 9]. In the mesh sequence case, none of the previously cited articles in Section 2 proposes an evaluation of the obtained segmentations. We thus propose the following framework to evaluate a mesh sequence segmentation method.

5.1. Optimal segmentation

The optimal segmentation of a mesh sequence, be it a TCMS or a TIMS, into rigid components can be guessed when the motion and/or the kinematic structure is known. This is, for instance, the case with skeleton-based mesh animations, as created in the computer graphics industry. In this case, each mesh vertex of the sequence is attached to at least one (usually, no more than 4) joints of the animation skeleton, with given weights called skinning weights. These joints are organized in a hierarchy, which is represented by the “bones” of the skeleton that are, therefore, directed. For our evaluation, we attach each vertex to only one joint among the related joints, the furthest in the hierarchy from the root joint. If this joint is not unique, the one with the greatest skinning weight is kept. Each joint has its own motion, but several joints can move together in a rigid manner. For a given mesh, cluster joints of the animation skeleton can therefore be clustered into joint sets, each joint set representing a different motion. We now define as an optimal segment the set of vertices related to joints in the same joint set. Since the motion of each joint is known, we exactly know, for each mesh of the animation, what are the optimal segments.

This definition can be applied in the general case of TIMS, provided that each vertex of each mesh can be attached to a joint. However, we only tested it in the more convenient case of a TCMS.

5.2. Error metrics

We propose the following three metrics in order to evaluate a given segmentation with respect to the previously defined optimal segmentation:

- Assignment Error (AE): for a given mesh, the ratio of vertices which are not assigned to the correct segment. This includes the case of segments which are not created, or which are wrongly created;
- Global Assignment Error (GAE): the mean AE among all meshes of the sequence;
- Vertex Assignment Confidence (VAC): for a given vertex of a TCMS, the ratio of meshes in which the vertex is assigned to the correct segment.

AE and GAE give a quantitative evaluation of a mesh segmentation and the mesh sequence segmentation, respectively, with respect to the optimal segmentation. VAC can help to locate wrongly segmented areas.

Note that more sophisticated evaluation metrics exist to compare two static mesh segmentations [9]. We define AE as a simple ratio for sake of simplicity, but other metrics can also be used to define global assignment errors.

5.3. Evaluation results

We tested our algorithm on a walking cat skeleton-based animation (see Figure 13 and the accompanying video). We get a variable segmentation with an AE up to 17%, in the worst case. Wrongly assigned vertices correspond to the character skin around joints and to a wrong subdivision in cat paw, i.e. in the less rigid areas.
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with a segmentation method that takes as input a mesh sequence, even when no explicit temporal coherence is available, and possibly with topology changes. This method produces either a coherent or a variable segmentation into rigid components depending on the user’s choice. It uses a few parameters which can be set in a few trials, according to our experiments. We have also proposed a framework for quantitative evaluations of rigid segmentation methods.

6.1. Current limitations

We are currently aware of three limitations in the proposed algorithm:

- our method clearly depends on the quality of the matching process. Important errors in matching computation may lead to wrong results;
- segmentation can slightly drift: this is due to the fact that only 2 meshes are considered when matching;
- segments which are wrongly subdivided are transferred to the following meshes, meaning that errors on an early mesh in the sequence can affect the whole segmentation. Such errors are generally due to errors in the matching process. This issue is less critical on variable segmentations than on coherent segmentations, since segments are merged later.

Figure 15 shows an example of these limitations. In this example, the entire left front leg of the horse at frame $k$ was intentionally mismatched to the right front leg at frame $k + 1$, and vice-versa. Resulting erroneous segmentation at frame $k + 1$ is then propagated to the following frames, since no merging with the neighboring segment occurs. Fortunately, this problem seldom happens. As shown in our quantitative evaluations, using the matching process described in Section 3.2, vertices that are wrongly assigned to a segment are located near articulations. Vertices in rigid regions are generally correctly clustered.

Despite these limitations, our method has shown as good results as current state-of-the-art methods on temporally coherent mesh sequences (see Figure 11), although it has been designed for the more difficult case of mesh sequences without temporal coherence.

6.2. Future work

Our method can be improved in various ways. As explained above, it would be interesting to improve the vertex assignments around articulations. Adding prior knowledge about the geometry of desired segments (e.g., cylindrical shape, or symmetry information) would be helpful to enhance the robustness of the method. It would also be useful to reduce the number of parameters. Our algorithm handles topology changes, but our solution is not semantically satisfactory in case a new connected component (e.g., the shade of the balloon in the Balloon sequence) appears, since it is first attached to an existing segment before being split from it.

We hope our evaluation metrics would be helpful for further work in the domain. However, a more in-depth study of the three proposed criteria need to be performed to assess their usefulness. Finally, a user validation can also help to quantify segmentations produced by our algorithm.
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